
For more than 15 years,  dirtyKURTY has been one of the hottest 
and best female DJ’s and music producers out there.  Known for 
her captivating and hard hitting mixes of Deep funky house to 
Electro Progressive Tribal house,  what truly sets KURTY apart is 
experiencing her LIVE.  Her unique ability to tune into the crowd 
takes you through an unforgettable experience.  Her high energy, 
as she famously dances and sings behind the decks, embraces 
you while she pulls you along with her on a captivating musical 
journey. KURTY understands that connecting with her crowd is the 
most important aspect of DJ’ing.  KURTY’s intuition, deep connec-
tion to the pulse of the party, and love for the music is reflected 
on the ecstatic faces of the crowds at her shows.

KURTY is a GlobalBPM Artist and music producer who won the 
2015 NICKY Award for “BEST DJ in San Diego.”   She is a club and 
festival DJ who has played major venues and Music Festivals 
including the opening party “INTENSITY” for EDC Vegas, and the  
annual San Francisco LGBTQ Pride Parade Festival with over 
600,000 attendees!  KURTY has played most of the major clubs in 
the United States and is also an International DJ with events in 
Canada, Mexico and Sydney, 

Australia where she headlined numerous events for the famous 
2016 Mardi Gras.  KURTY has shared the stage with such acts as 
Erika Jayne, Wynter Gordan, Luciana, Alex Newell, Frenchie Davis, 
and Debbie Holiday.  She is the go-to Corporate DJ of choice for 
high level parties by companies such as Facebook, Microsoft, HRC, 
Snapchat, CorePower Yoga, and CrossFit.  She holds residencies in 
the top clubs including Rich’s San Diego and the Abbey LA, and also 
has her hand in promoting events, including her newly successful 
2016  event “GLITTERBOXX.”

KURTY grew up in New Jersey.  She immersed herself in the NYC 
club scene, frequenting notable clubs like Sound Factory, Roxy, and 
the Limelight.  After following her first passion, traveling the world 
playing professional soccer, KURTY returned back to the States, 
moved to San Francisco, CA and fell in love with the amazing energy 
of the city.  Her passion for DJ’ing, producing and remixing music 
was RE- IGNITED when she combined forces with San Diego based 
DJ/Producer YODAH.  They have been in the studio producing new 
tracks and are excited about their new releases coming out in the 
Winter of 2017. 

International DJ  //  Producer  //  Promoter
Facebook & Twitter : @KURTYmusic  //  Music : Soundcloud.com/kurtymusic

www.djKURTYmusic.com
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Allergan Eye Care
Cal Atlantic Homes
Code Salon
CorePower Yoga
CrossFit
Del Sur Events
5  Blocks Documentary
FaceBook
Frameline Film Festival
Hornblower Dining Yachts
Human Rights Campaign
Lesbians Who Tech 
Lieff, Cabraser, Heimann & Bernstein, LLP
Microsoft
Olivia Travel
Snapchat
The Dream Builders Project
Three Wise Men Foundation
ZipCar
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LS “When asked to produce a high energy party, DJ KURTY always delivers! She creates an 

environment where the music engulfs the audience and they always leave wanting more. 
She has the ability to engage the crowd so they feel as if each one is an integral part of the 
experience. She’s definitely a go-to for corporate events, a solid talent who can be trusted to 
EXCEED client expectations!”  
- Dawn Lynch, Producer / Gail & Rice @ MICROSOFT

“If you’re looking to hire a true musician, a true DJ and a true performance junkie, you go
 with DJ KURTY. She really knows how to create unforgettable experiences through music.”
Talonya Geary, Co-Founder &  President @ Spiire + FlawLes Media

“Over the years, I planned many events but the best events were the ones I planned with my former 
business partner and only DJ I wanted spinning at our events DJ dirty KURTY.  The music, the energy 
and the ability to break down what makes each of us different allows us to truly be who we are… 
Kurty’s music and intuitive ability does just that.  The events and parties DJ dirty KURTY spins for 
become experiences, and experiences are something people remember!”
-Heidi Kinney, Founder @ Fused Integrated Marketing

For Booking Info  //  djKURTYmusic@gmail.com  //  707.395.8789


